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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Department of



Biological Sciences Tracie M. Addy, Assistant Professor of Biology 







Joined 2011



BS, Duke University; MPhil, Yale University; PhD, North Carolina State University



My passion is teaching in the life sciences. I also have interests in undergraduate educational reform efforts, which led me to obtain a doctorate in science education. Specifically, I am interested in beliefs about teaching espoused by instructors and students, and the improvement of teaching practices to promote student learning. I teach introductory biology courses at Quinnipiac University.



Sarah Jane Berke, Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology BA, Augustana College; PhD, University of Iowa 



Daryll C. Borst, Professor of Biology BS, Ferris State University; MA, Central Michigan University; PhD, University of Illinois-Urbana 



Joined 2011



Joined 1968



I have taught courses in general biology, ecology, botany, freshwater ecology, human ecology, earth science, and technologies in science teaching for the past 43 years at Quinnipiac. My formal training was in freshwater ecology and my research has been studying the long-term ecological changes in Clark’s Pond prior to and after dredging in 1985. My scholarly work has been in the design of self-guiding nature trails in Sleeping Giant State Park and Farm River State Park in East Haven. I was a co-originator of the Volunteer Naturalist Program for the Appalachian Mountain Club and have been a naturalist in the program for 40 years.



Department of Biological Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Donald Paul Buckley, Professor of Biology; Director of Learning Technology for the Sciences 



Joined 1999



Nancy Burns, Instructor of Biology 



Joined 2010



BS, MS, University of Massachusetts; PhD, Ohio University 



BS, University of New Haven; MPhil, MS, Yale University 







While in graduate school I studied the cell cycle as well as performing a large scale screen of gene product localization in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. I also worked at the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station in the Biochemistry and Genetics Department. At Quinnipiac I enjoy teaching and developing laboratory exercises, especially for the 100 level biology courses.



Steven J. Carleton, Professor of Veterinary Medicine







Joined 1988



Director & Program Veterinarian for Veterinary Tech Program BS, University of Connecticut; DVM, Purdue University



I grew up near Quinnipiac in North Haven and earned an undergraduate degree in Animal Science from the University of Connecticut. Following graduation from veterinary school, I was a full-time practitioner at Ridgehill Animal Hospital in North Haven and taught at Quinnipiac as a part-time instructor in the Veterinary Technology Program. Since 1988, I have been a fulltime faculty member at QU while continuing to practice part-time at Ridgehill. I have been the Director of the Veterinary Technology Program for 21 years.



Linda M. Chicoine, Assistant Professor of Biology BS, PhD, University of Connecticut; MS, Southern Connecticut State University 







Joined 2010



As a professor at QU, I find it exhilarating to teach the freshman. Each student brings with them their own personal history and an enthusiasm for their education that enables me to connect with them on many levels. I like to draw on my work experiences to give the students a better understanding of the material presented in lecture and lab. I have clinical experience from the Virology Department at the VA Medical Center, and microscopy experience from the Cell Biology Department at Yale. After Yale, I joined Cognetix, Inc. as a Research Scientist in Drug Discovery. While working at Cognetix, I earned my PhD in Pharmacology. I have always been interested in teaching undergraduate students and find it a natural extension of my career path. Department of Biological Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Deborah Clark, Professor of Biology 



BA, Williams College; PhD, Cornell University 







Joined 1992



I’ve been at Quinnipiac for 20 years, and have taught a range of courses for science majors including Cell Physiology, Research Methods and graduate Advanced Biochemistry. My research has varied, beginning with studies of proteins in bacteria and parasitic worms, to studies of student learning in lower and upper level biology courses, and finally to roles of teaching and learning centers in university culture.



Lisa Connelly, Laboratory Instructor, 







Department of Biological Sciences



Joined 2009



BS, Kings College; MS, Georgetown University As a biology laboratory coordinator, I research new laboratory activities and update existing experiments that can be incorporated into the general biology labs for both the health sciences and majors’ courses.



Jasvinder K. Dhillon, Assistant Professor of Biology BS, Amravati University; MS, PhD, Nagpur University; 







Joined 2011



I have been teaching various Anatomy and Physiology courses for pre-med, medical students and science majors and Applied Anatomy and Physiology for non-science major. I have also taught various other courses in biology at both the undergraduate and graduate level, along with doing research in reproductive physiology and developmental molecular biology. I have also done research in molecular biology and microbiology, mostly pertaining to enzyme evolution.



Islam I. Fayed, Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology



Department of Biological Sciences
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Joined 2011



Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Michelle Mattie Geremia, Professor of Biology and Chair, Biological Sciences BA, Wheaton College; PhD, New Jersey Medical School 



Charlotte I. Hammond, Professor of Biology 



Joined 1988



Joined 1995



BS, University of Illinois at Urbana; PhD, University of Connecticut Health Center 



I am a molecular biologist interested in a variety of scientific areas. I have studied colicin production in E.coli, purified RNA polymerases in yeast, cloned oncogenes, assayed viral production in teratocarcinoma cells, isolated protein kinase genes in yeast, identified genes critical for biofilm production, and most recently isolated genomic DNA from leeches to confirm phylogenetic assignments. I enjoy teaching at many levels. I have taught lecture and laboratories in Introductory Biology, Molecular Genetics, Cell Biology, Biochemistry, and Virology. I love teaching in the laboratories! It is always exciting to be able to apply what you know. And, on a personal note, I love reading science fiction!



Lisa A. E. Kaplan, Associate Professor of Biology BS, MS, PhD, University Connecticut 







Joined 2006



I specialize in physiology and environmental toxicology. My concentration is on xenobiotic metabolism (organic and heavy metals) and the use of sentinel species as bio-indicators of environmental perturbation and aquatic ecosystem health. I completed a postdoctoral fellowship as an assistant research professor at New York University Medical Center Institute of Environmental Medicine, focusing on cadmium and mercury toxicity throughout the Hudson River ecosystem. I have taught as a member of both biology and environmental science departments at several small New England colleges before my arrival at Quinnipiac University.



Carl J. Kovelowski, Assistant Professor of Biology



BA, Temple University; PhD, University of Arizona; MD, St. George’s University School of Medicine











Joined 2009



My graduate dissertation investigated topics related to opioids, pain and neuropathic pain. I completed a Post-Doctoral Fellowship in research related to pain and pain pathways in the brainstem. Still focused on the brain and its pathophysiology, I next worked for a private research foundation in Sun City, Arizona, where I conducted research related to Alzheimer’s disease. My broad background in the basic and medical sciences, as well as research interests in the basic sciences and clinical medicine, contributes to my deep interest in the teaching and mentoring of students in the health-related sciences. Current teaching responsibilities include the instruction of human anatomy and physiology lecture and laboratory courses. Department of Biological Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Courtney McGinnis, Assistant Professor of Biology 







BS, Post University; PhD, University of Connecticut 



Joined 2011



My research involves determining the mechanism of action of endocrine disrupting chemicals; tributytlin (TBT) and dibutyltin (DBT). TBT has been implicated as the major player in the masculinziation of gastropods, while little is known about DBT. Specifically, I am investigating TBT and DBT’s endocrine disrupting effects in zebrafish, Danio rerio. 



Kate Phillips, Assistant Professor of Biology BS, PhD, Cardiff University 







Joined 2010



I realized very early on whilst tutoring to help pay my way through my doctoral studies that helping to develop students held more interest for me than the laboratory rats. I then taught medical, dental and science students for 15 years in the UK before we crossed the pond in 2007. The British and US higher education systems operate very differently and I’m really enjoying the much broader education that we are giving our science undergraduates here - I’m having fun learning some of this information for the first time too! Outside of the classroom I love to be active and have run my first two marathons since arriving in the US.



Dennis J. Richardson, Professor of Biology BS, Arkansas Tech University; MS, University of Central Arkansas; PhD, University of Nebraska



Joined 1996



My primary research focuses on the epizootiology, taxonomy and systematics of the Acanthocephalan genera Oligacanthorhynchus, Leptorhynchoides, and Centrorhynchus. I am also conducting research in human helminthology in Cameroon as part of my involvement with the Bawa Health Initiative. Other research interest include taxonomy and systematics of leeches and amphipods of the genus Hyalella.



Kristen Richardson, Laboratory Instructor, Department of Biological Sciences



Joined 2009



BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; MAT, Quinnipiac University 



I have taught general biology laboratories for non-majors students (BIO 105L and 106L). My service on campus includes advising the student-run sustainability group and leading the Sustainability Committee at QU, whose projects have included the annual Earth Day celebration and maintaining campus gardens. My research interests include studying parasites of fish, and I’ve recently co-authored papers with Dennis Richardson regarding the progress of human helminth treatment in rural Cameroon,as part of our humanitarian work with the Bawa Health Initiative.



Department of Biological Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Allan Smits, Associate Dean for Sciences, Professor of Biology BS, MA, CA State University; PhD, University of Kansas 



Joined 1996



I began my academic career, catapulted by undergraduate research, studying amphibians and reptiles all over the world. I became keenly interested in how these animals were superbly adapted to their environments, which led me more into physiological adaptation of animals of all types. As a dean now, my level of research is curtailed substantially, but I live vicariously through the undergraduates and graduate students who are now embarking on a similar research journey. On the teaching/learning front, I am a strong advocate of a substantial learning transformation both within and outside the classroom.



Maura O’Dea Stevenson, Associate Professor of Biology 



Joined 2011



BS, Ithaca College; MS, University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse; PhD, American University



I grew up in nearby Wallingford. My graduate research involved power analyses of college swimmers and a review of the history of cardiovascular health promotion in the U.S. Army. During that time I also conducted a review of the physical training unit at the FBI Academy in Quantico, VA as part of an internship for my master’s degree. In the early part of my career I participated in health promotion research as part of the Army Surgeon General’s Task Force on Fitness at the Pentagon and later conducted similar research at the National Center for Health Promotion in Washington, DC. My career interests later shifted to teaching and learning and I have arrived at Quinnipiac University following a move from Pittsburgh, PA.



Lise R. Thomas, Associate Professor of Biology 







BA, Swarthmore College; MS, University of Colorado Health Sciences Center; PhD, Harvard University 



Joined 2007



My formal training is as a molecular neurobiologist, and my teaching focuses at the molecular and cellular level. I am interested in the basic questions of how proteins transport cations across cellular membranes: How is selectivity determined? What conformational rearrangements are necessary for translocation? How is transport activity regulated by cellular conditions? One line of research in my lab focuses on transporters that are located in intracellular organelles, in specific, calcium transporters of the vacuolar compartment of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We are starting by addressing very basic questions of membrane topology, with the ultimate goal of understanding the molecular basis of transport (including selectivity & stoichiometry), as well as how activity is regulated.



Michael R. Vieth, Instructor of Biology 







BS, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; MS, University of Iowa; MEd, University of Maine, Orono



Joined 2011



The foundation of my teaching philosophy is to challenge my students and myself by continuously updating my teaching materials and resources to bring real world science to every topic covered. My teaching experience began with basic biomedical research and quickly evolved into scientific pedagogy. Through the many courses taught, I have taken away a great respect for the student-teacher exchange. Having worked in a small lab during graduate school, as well as teaching some courses with as little as 10 students, I am adept at working with small teams to engage and solve issues of the day, research goals, or the class topic. Quinnipiac provides an exceptional environment for critical thinking, academic growth and professional development. Department of Biological Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Melissa J. Walsh, Visiting Instructor of Biology 



BS, University of New England; MS, SUNY at Stony Brook 



Joseph J. Woods, Professor of Biology 



BS, St. Joseph’s University; PhD, Rutgers University 







Joined 2011



Joined 1970



For the last 40 years, I have taught mostly courses in human physiology/pathophysiology involving both lecture and laboratory work. I spent the better part of 18 years involved in research mostly on human muscle fatigue, and I served for 18 years as the Dean of Quinnipiac’s School of Health Sciences.



Department of Biological Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Department of



Chemistry and Physical Sciences Nicolas N. Carrasco, Assistant Professor of Biochemistry BS, Brooklyn College; PhD, The City University of New York







Joined 2011



As a new faculty member, I am establishing a research laboratory that will serve as a teaching tool for undergraduate students. My teaching philosophy is centered on the fundamental principle that students cannot learn science without practicing science, any more than a person can learn photography without taking pictures. To achieve this goal, I am converting my research laboratory into a teaching classroom that will empower undergraduates to pursue graduate and other advanced studies in the sciences and medicine. My research focuses on the interface between chemistry and biology.



Mark Collins, Assistant Professor of Chemistry 



Joined 2011



BS, PhD, The City University; MBA, The Adelphi University 



I have over 25 years of industrial and applied analytical chemistry experience in pharmaceutical, environmental, food quality and safety, forensic chemistry, and petroleum refining process analysis. While working in Canada, I developed a prototype ion mobility spectrometer based upon pulsed photoionization detection of nitrate ions in dynamite-based explosives for airport security. This project was done under sponsorship from the Department of Defense at Valcartier in Quebec. As a global product manager at PerkinElmer Life and Analytical Sciences, I introduced 12 strategic new analytical instrument product platforms within seven years generating market growth for the GC-GC/MS product line. New technologies included headspace and thermal desorption sample handling, as well as software and hardware enhancements to GC and GC/MS instrumentation.



Robert Davis, Assistant Professor of Chemistry 



BS, Pennsylvania State University; PhD, Purdue University







Joined 2010



My passion for teaching is organic chemistry, with research interests including the synthetic organic chemistry of bioactive natural products, particularly those of marine origin, and the design of allelopathic substances as potential agrochemicals.



Department of Chemistry and Physical Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Carol Fenn, Associate Professor of Chemistry and 



Joined 1992



Chair, Chemistry and Physical Sciences



BA, St. Joseph College, Connecticut; PhD, University of Massachusetts I teach general and physical chemistry. Interests include physical property measurements, chemical analysis, assessment of chemicals for physical and health hazards and environmental and transportation regulations. Recent research projects with undergraduates include mentoring a QUIP-RS project characterizing coffee brewed from beans imported from Cameroon with those from other geographic areas using purge and trap gas chromatography with mass spectrometric detection and high-performance liquid chromatography. Results are displayed on a poster in Buckman Center. I also serve on the University Curriculum Committee and the CAS Environmental Themes Committee.



Robert P. Grosso, Assistant Professor of Chemistry







Joined 2009



BA, BS, MS, University of Connecticut; PhD, University of Massachusetts-Amherst



John G. Haggerty, Assistant Professor of Biochemistry BS, Boston College; PhD, Dartmouth College 







Joined 2010



My research interests over the years have ranged from the mechanism of the Grignard reaction, through the mechanism of exocytosis, and ion transport by facilitated diffusion, to the function of proteoglycans in skin keratinocytes. I was originally drawn to chemistry and organic chemistry, in particular, due the potential for fires and explosions. Our safety officers might be appalled to hear this. Because of my background, I teach biochemistry with an eye toward the organic chemistry that underlies all of our biochemical reactions. Outside of Quinnipiac, I am an avid birder, having about 20% of the world’s species on my life list, and work for the Great Gull Island Tern Project, where volunteers are always welcome.



Department of Chemistry and Physical Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Susan Henderson, Professor of Chemistry 











BA, Hunter College; MS, PhD, University of Massachusetts 



Joined 1981



I am working on developing innovative methods for teaching science. Currently I am using role-playing games in my SCI 161: Nutrition course, and am developing a role playing game for General Chemistry courses. I am also interested in developing new experiments for analytical chemistry that help students develop fundamental laboratory skills for careers in science.



James F. Kirby, Associate Professor of Chemistry BS, Trinity College; MEd, University of Massachusetts; PhD, Georgetown University







Joined 1996



I grew up in a small town in Massachusetts and never moved as a child, but have lived in the DC area; Williamsburg, VA; Natchitoches, LA; and Connecticut since graduate school. My research and teaching interests include inorganic chemistry and aqueous solution chemistry of large anions (structural and redox properties).



Theresa I. Luersen, Laboratory Instructor, 







Joined 2009



Department of Chemistry and Physical Sciences 



BS, Western New England College; MS, University of Connecticut 



After completing graduate school, I worked at Pfizer Pharmaceuticals for two years in the Global Quality Analytical Resources group. I started at Quinnipiac in July 2004 because I find education a better fit for me than industry.



Kent S. Marshall, Professor of Chemistry, Chemical Safety Officer BA, University of Utah; PhD, University of Oregon



Joined 1973



After my PhD, I did a three-year postdoc at the University of California, San Francisco working on the metabolic fate of alpha-methyldopa, an antihypertension drug. I started teaching at Quinnipiac College in August 1973. I have taught most of the courses offered by the Department of Chemistry & Physical Sciences. The two noted exceptions are physical chemistry and advanced inorganic chemistry. With my Master’s in physics, I have even taught a physics lab. My research projects have been geared to support the department’s hands-on senior research requirement. We have carried out projects ranging from developing instrumentation experiments using a common analyte, to NMR europium shift reagents to more recently, the systhesis of a large N-vanillyl imide.



Department of Chemistry and Physical Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Harry Pylypiw, Associate Professor of Chemistry 



Joined 1998



BS, Drexel University; PhD, Temple University



I was a Pesticide Residue Chemist for the State of Connecticut at the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station for over 10 years before joining the Department of Chemistry and Physical Science at Quinnipiac. My research interests are in the area of methods development and analytical instrumental applications for pesticide residues on fruits and vegetables, along with the investigation of methods used to determine food contaminants and additives. Current research interests are in the area of environmental research investigating potential chemical contaminants of the Quinnipiac River.



Thomas J. Reitz, Assistant Professor of Chemistry 



Joined 2009



BA, Wittenburg University; PhD, Michigan State University 



I completed my postdoctoral work in medicinal chemistry with Gary Grunewald at the University of Kansas. I taught for nine years at Bennington College, ten years at Bradford College, and five years at Choate Rosemary Hall Prep School, prior to joining the Quinnipiac Faculty. My teaching interests include organic chemistry, biochemistry, and general chemistry.



Marie Ruiz-Martinez, Assistant Professor of Chemistry BS, University of Massachusetts; PhD, Northeastern University



Nolan S. Samboy, Visiting Assistant Professor of Physics BS, Siena College; MS, PhD, University of Connecticut







Joined 2010







Joined 2011



My area of research is ultracold AMO (atomic, molecular and optical) physics. Specifically, I have studied the interaction of Rydberg atoms at long-range. A Rydberg atom is an alkali atom with a single valence electron in a very high orbital state. Rydberg atoms have very interesting properties that their ground state counterparts do not exhibit, including very large dipole moments. I have shown that at very large atomic distances, two Rydberg atoms will bond via their large dipole moments to form long-range “molecules,” called “macrodimers.” Over the past decade, there have been several proposals involving Rydberg atoms for quantum information processes. The work that I have done is relevant to the advancement of quantum computing as well as ultracold “exotic” chemistry.



Department of Chemistry and Physical Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Andri L. Smith, Associate Professor of Chemistry







BS, Yale University; MA, PhD, Princeton University 







Joined 2000



My professional background includes analyzing mill effluent for color, teaching high school chemistry, synthesizing analogs of an anti-rejection drug, developing a synthesis of an anti-tumor antibiotic, and writing computer-based chemistry tutorials. At Quinnipiac my research enhances my teaching, as I study the effects of different learning strategies and attitudes on students’ understanding of chemistry and science. I have taught a variety of courses for both science and nonscience majors: organic chemistry, food chemistry and nutrition, and chemical principles with biological applications. I view my role as a teacher to be a facilitator rather than a “sage on the stage,” and I use constructivist pedagogies to help my students learn and understand chemistry.



James J. Stevens, Associate Professor of Physics 







BS, Fairfield University; MS, PhD, University of Connecticut







Joined 1983



My degree is in experimental atomic physics; ion-atom collisions. My interests include music and the physics of music. I recently published an article in the “Burroughs Bulletin,” which is dedicated to the works of Edgar Rice Burroughs. In “Newton at the Earth’s Core”, Newton’s laws of motion and his law of gravitation are used to determine some physical properties of Burroughs’ fictional inner world.



Department of Chemistry and Physical Sciences
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Department of



English



Hans Bergmann, Dean, Professor of English 



Joined 2002



AB, Amherst College; PhD, University of Connecticut



I have long been a scholar of Herman Melville’s writings. I have published a book on Melville and the popular writings about “urban encounter” in New York City in the 1840s and 1850s (God in the Street), and I have other articles on Melville, particularly on his “Bartleby” and The Confidence-Man. Of late, I have gotten increasingly interested in lichens (yes, lichens) and from there in the difference between a scientific education and a humanistic one. I am in the midst of a book about all this, tentatively titled Field Station.



Patricia Comitini, Associate Professor of English 







BA, Brooklyn College; PhD, State University of New York at Stony Brook



Joined 1998



I teach courses in eighteenth-century British Literature, British Romanticism, Victorian Literature and Women’s Literature, as well as the required course for the English major in Literary Theory and Practice. I also teach in the university’s First-Year Writing program. My current scholarship investigates links between the emergent concept of addiction in the eighteenth century, eighteenth-century aesthetics and Romantic literature. I’ve published a book entitled Vocational Philanthropy and British Women’s Writing, and my articles have appeared in journals such as European Romantic Review, Studies in the Novel and The Keats-Shelley Journal.



Ken Cormier, Assistant Professor of English 



BA, MA, PhD, University of Connecticut; MA, Eastern Michigan University 



Joined 2010



I am the author of two collections of stories and poems: Balance Act and The Tragedy in My Neighborhood. I also make audio fiction and documentary pieces, many of which have aired on public radio affiliates around the US and on the BBC in the United Kingdom. In addition to teaching Creative Writing at QU, I also teach poetry and performance workshops in public schools around CT.



Department of English
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Peter Cortland, Associate Professor of English 







BS, Cornell University; MA, Columbia University; PhD, Syracuse University



Joined 1966



I bike to Quinnipiac from Wallingford while thinking about the novels, from Cervantes to Pynchon, that I would like to teach. My research interests began with Flaubert and expanded to nineteenth and twentieth-century novels, and what used to be called World Literature. I have always been interested in the psychological/linguistic world created by the writer’s expression-reflexive, ivory-tower work. I guess I was brainwashed by Flaubert’s “Sentimental Education.”



Timothy Dansdill, Associate Professor of English Composition BA, Sarah Lawrence College, NY; MA, University of Massachusetts; PhD, University of New Hampshire 



Joined 2002



I have worked closely with QU’s Writing Across the Curriculum (2002-2008) and developed and organized the first two International Bi-Annual Conferences on WAC and Critical Thinking (2006;2008). From 2007-2009 I resurrected EN 201--Poetry Workshop--and linked students’ original poems and performances to the founding of QUILL (Quinnipiac University Ignites Lyric Life), a weekly student run coffee house of music and poetry. Since 2008, I have coordinated QU 101-The Individual in Community. I have worked closely with Mark Hoffman and Andrew Delohery on developing and expanding the “Peer Catalyst” and “Peer Mentor Catalyst” initiatives, which trains former QU 101 students to assist students and teachers of in meeting the key learning and teaching objectives of this first semester seminar.



Leonard Engel, Professor of English







BA, Rutgers University; MA, PhD, Fordham University







Joined 1964



I wrote my dissertation on Poe and his use of enclosure imagery and its effect on character and plot, and have published a number of articles on him, Charles Brockden Brown, Melville, Dash Hammett, Ross Macdonald, et. al. I’ve also edited four collections of essays: The Big Empty: Essays of Western Landscapes As Narrative; Sam Peckinpah’s West; Clint Eastwood: Actor & Director; The Fiction of James Lee Burke; and I’ve just submitted a manuscript for a second collection of essays on Eastwood.



Evelyn E. Fracasso, Professor of English 







BA, Albertus Magnus College; MA, MS, Southern Connecticut State University; PhD, Fordham University 



Joined 1967



My teaching interests include Survey of American Literature, The Short Story as a Genre, Realism and Naturalism in American Fiction.



Department of English
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Justin Hayes, Instructor of English 



BA, Colgate University; MA, Trinity College 















Joined 2007



I specialize in Writing Studies.



Ruth Kaplan, Assistant Professor of English BA, Yale College; MA, Stanford University











Joined 2011



I specialize in Renaissance poetics and philosophies of reading, especially in the contexts of humanism and colonialism. My dissertation seeks to understand literary reading in early modern England by tracing cultural fantasies of and doctrines on reading in contemporary texts, including educational tracts, letters, colonial propaganda, sermons, and poetry. As a teacher, I try both to challenge students to feel the enduring relevance of Renaissance texts to their lives and to help them perceive the deep cultural differences that inform those texts. A New York City native and long-time San Francisco dweller, I look forward to finding swing dancing, farmers’ markets, yoga, and ultimate frisbee in the Hamden/New Haven area!



Melissa A. Kaplan, Instructor of English BA, MA, Syracuse University 



Joined 2005



While working on my PhD at Tufts University in English, my initial academic subject of inquiry was framing a reading of Victorian sensational and gothic literature through feminist, queer and post-colonial theories. After becoming a full-time instructor of English in the First Year Writing Program at Quinnipiac University in 2005, I began to connect my scholarship in critical theory and literature with composition pedagogy. My current research explores how critical theory can bridge the pedagogical divide between composition and literature. In addition, I continue to build upon my interests in gender studies, gay and lesbian studies and post-colonial theory by using them as critical lenses in my film and women’s studies courses.



Adam Katz, Assistant Professor of English BA, State University of New York at Stony Brook; MA, Hebrew University of Jerusalem; PhD, Syracuse University



Joined 2005



My focus is on innovative, student centered composition pedagogies. I am especially interested in “interlanguages” and their relation to writing pedagogy.



Department of English
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Stephen A. Listro, Assistant Professor of English 







Kimberly O’Neill, Assistant Professor of English 







BS, MS, Southern Connecticut State University; MFA, University of Miami; PhD, Indiana University of Pennsylvania



BA, University of Montana; MA, University of Illinois 



Joined 2008



Joined 2011



My current research focuses on U.S. cultural production during periods of hemispheric political conflict, especially the 1910 Mexican Revolution, 1959 Cuban Revolution, and the 1970s-80s Central American Crisis. My teaching interests include nineteenth and twentieth-century American literature, including minority and women writers, Hemispheric American Studies, and Critical Race Theory.



Glenda E. Pritchett, Assistant Professor of English and 







Coordinator of First Year Writing Program 



Joined 2005



BA, University of Houston-Downtown; MA, PhD, University of Chicago



During and after grad school, I taught part-time at Indiana University Northwest and San Antonio Junior College, and presented papers on Middle Scots poetry, Robert Henryson and Middle Scots fabliaux. Family health issues caused me to leave a full-time position in Composition at Howard University to return to the ranks of adjunct instructor for a number of years. I joined QU First Year Writing in 1997, became interim Director in 2008, and in 2010, Coordinator. In my free time, I may be found reading for book group, riding roller coasters, trying new recipes, traveling, or working as a guardian ad litem for CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates) for children.



Richard E. Rosol, Visiting Instructor of English BA, MA, Central Connecticut State University







Joined 2010



I have been teaching at colleges and universities for 25 years, and my greatest pleasure is watching students grow into mature and confident learners. Most of my research focuses on the courses I teach, and my primary focus has always been the historical and cultural backgrounds to literature. I strive to bring my students towards a broad and deep understanding of the human condition and to help them navigate this terrain with sharp, critical minds.
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Robert Smart, Professor and Chair of English 



BA, University of Maine at Fort Kent; MA, PhD, University of Utah 



Joined 2000



I teach advanced writing, Irish and Gothic Studies courses. My scholarship interests include Irish literature, especially nineteenth-century, Gothic literature, Writing Across the Curriculum and critical thinking/writing, and rhetoric. I am the founding editor of The Writing Teacher (National Poetry Foundation), co-editor of Direct From the Disciplines (Heinemann, Boynton-Cook 2006), and author of The Nonfiction Novel (UPA 1984). I have also published several articles on Irish literature/history, Gothic studies, postcolonial studies and writing.



Valerie M. Smith, Associate Professor of English Composition 



BA, Wesleyan University; MA, PhD, University of Connecticut



Joined 2001



My research and teaching interests happily comingle. An example of this might be a recent conference paper entitled “’a mighty and noble race’: Forbidden Planet, Technology, and Moral Authority.” Forbidden Planet is a 1956 science fiction film based on Shakespeare’s Tempest (a work of travel writing usefully explored through postcolonial theory). In order to understand more fully the rhetoric deployed in the film I completed a study on Presidential rhetoric, propaganda, and the press during the early period of the Cold War. I sometimes assign Forbidden Planet in First Year Writing classes, encouraging students to think about the power and possibilities of revision, an integral part of the composing process.



Renee Tursi, Associate Professor of English 



BS, Syracuse University; MPhil, PhD, Columbia University 







Joined 2011



My research looks at the influence of “habit” and American pragmatism on the representation of consciousness in modernist US literature. I have published scholarly articles in Studies in the Novel and the aesthetics journal Style, among others, and contributed an essay to a Cambridge UP book on poetry and philosophy. I have written book reviews for the TLS, The New York Times, and The Washington Post. My teaching interests in US literature include 20th-century fiction and poetry (especially the Beats), the African-American tradition, and women’s literature. Broader interests include Central American poetry, cosmopolitanism, and American philosophy. I am an amateur classical pianist. Also, I am restoring a house built in 1910, the year in which Virginia Woolf said “human character changed.” If only plumbing had as well.
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Department of



History



Michael J. Chiarappa, Associate Professor of History BA, Ursinus College; MA, PhD, University of Pennsylvania







Joined 2011



My research and teaching is focused in the areas of American environmental history, the history of America’s built environments and landscapes, American maritime history, and local/regional history. I am the co-author of Fish for All: An Oral History of Multiple Claims and Divided Sentiment on Lake Michigan (2003) and the author of articles focusing on vernacular landscapes, regionalism, and the use of natural resources in maritime environments. I also specialize in public history and formerly co-directed the Public History Program at Western Michigan University. I have conducted numerous field schools focusing on historic preservation, maritime preservation, museology, oral history, and local history and have worked on historic preservation, maritime preservation, and public history projects in the Middle Atlantic and Great Lakes regions, and in the Pacific Islands. I have also worked extensively with a variety of museums and government agencies, including the Smithsonian Institution and the National Park Service.



Kathy J. Cooke, Professor of History BA, Calvin College; MA, PhD, University of Chicago 







Joined 1995



As professor of history and founding director of the University Honors Program I have interdisciplinary interests that highlight different ways of thinking and their value to the academic, social, and service elements of university education. My research focuses on the interaction between biology and reform in nineteenth and twentieth century America. Research funds, including a scholar’s grant from the National Science Foundation, support my ongoing work on ideas about “purity” and their impact on how Americans think about themselves and society. I teach QU 101, Contemporary America, and senior thesis. As Honors director I work with faculty, students, and staff to develop and implement a vision for the University Honors Program.



Jill Fehleison, Associate Professor of History 



BBA, MA, Texas Tech University; PhD, Ohio State University







Joined 2004



I am originally from Texas and grew up on a cotton farm there. I spent three years at George Mason University before coming to QU. My book Boundaries of Faith: Catholics and Protestants in the Diocese of Geneva came out in 2010. My current project explores Catholic/Protestant polemics in the later Reformation through published pamphlets and sermons. I’m interested in the construction and maintenance of religious differences in the later Reformation. I’m especially interested in Catholic and Protestant publications produced in and around Geneva.
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Ron Heiferman, Professor of History







BA, Brooklyn College; MA, Yale University; PhD, New York University 



Joined 1970



I have authored or co-authored more than a dozen books and essays, including Flying Tigers (1971), World War II (1972), Wars of the Twentieth Century (1974), The Rise and Fall of Imperial Japan (1981), and the Rand-McNally Encyclopedia of World II (1978). My latest book, The Cairo Conference of 1943, was published in February 2011. I have recently signed a contract for a new book, Franklin Delano Roosevelt and China. I have been the recipient of several fellowships and awards. I was a Yale-Lilly Fellow in 1978, a Yale-Mellon Fellow in 1984, and have been awarded five National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Fellowships: Duke (1974), University of Chicago (1977), Stanford (1980), Harvard (1987), and the University of Texas (1991).



Priya Lal, Assistant Professor of History







BA, Columbia University; PhD, New York University







Joined 2011



I am a historian of twentieth-century Africa. I have taught at New York University and Bard College. My research focuses on development politics in postcolonial Tanzania, and I teach African history and world history classes at Quinnipiac. 



Nita Verma Prasad, Assistant Professor of History 



BA, PhD, University of California at Berkeley; MA, Georgetown University



Joined 2007



I was born and raised in Orange County, California, and have lived in the San Francisco Bay area, Washington, DC and London before settling in Connecticut. My main research interests revolve around women’s issues in modern South Asia. Specifically, I look at the rich and complicated intersection of gender, colonial legal institutions, and Hindu religious law in late nineteenthcentury north India. Similarly, my main teaching strengths are centered on issues of social history; my classes explore the dynamic relationship between colonial policies and institutions and ordinary people.
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Sasha Turner, Assistant Professor of History 







BA, University of the West Indies; MPhil, PhD, University of Cambridge 



Joined 2010



My main research interest is women in the Caribbean and I am currently working on a project on women in slavery during the periods of abolition and emancipation, 1788–1838, with emphasis on reproduction, motherhood, and family. I have held post-doctoral fellowships at Rutgers University in 2008 and at Washington University in 2009.



David Valone, Professor and Chair of History 



AB, Princeton University; PhD, University of Chicago







Joined 2006



I am broadly interested in the ways in which rational knowledge, often but not always in the guise of science, has been applied over the past three centuries to the understanding the physical, intellectual, social, and moral dimensions of human beings. Within this broad sweep of the “human sciences”, I have published on the history of linguistics, economics, education, population control, and religion. I also have a strong secondary interest in the history of American popular culture, particularly the music, film and television of the 1970s.
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Legal Studies Sujata Gadkar-Wilcox, Assistant Professor of Legal Studies







BA, Cornell University; JD, University of Pennsylvania School of Law



Jessica Hynes, Assistant Professor of Legal Studies BS, Cornell University; JD, Boston College Law School 







Joined 2011



Joined 2007



I have been teaching both law and undergraduate students legal research, writing, family law, and alternative dispute resolution skills for over a decade. I am a trained mediator and spend my non-teaching hours volunteering with the New Haven Community Mediation Center, training others in the mediation process, and serving on the Board of Directors for the New England Association of Conflict Resolution.



Jill E. Martin, Professor and Chair of Legal Studies 



BA, Keuka College; MA, Yale University; JD, Union University







Joined 1985



I research in the area of federal Indian law and policy, usually from a historical perspective. I also research family histories, and incorporated that into a QU 201 course. I enjoy teaching our students, and interacting with colleagues, old and new.
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Mathematics and Computer Science Jonathan Blake, Professor of Computer Science 



BSE, Princeton University; MS, PhD, Northwestern University







Joined 2000



In graduate school I worked in computational linguistics, completing a dissertation on probabilistic parsing of natural language. Starting in high school, however, I began providing computational support to a biochemist interested in the structure and evolution of DNA. I found myself working almost exclusively in bioinformatics in my first faculty position and decided to formalize this change in focus. I received a Sloan Foundation/DOE grant and worked for four years as a postdoctoral research fellow in a lab at the University of California, San Francisco Medical School. From there I moved to Quinnipiac University to start the program in Computer Science. Recently, I have spent a great deal of time thinking about the discipline of Computer Science in terms of identity (how we see ourselves and how we project ourselves to others), our position in the academy, and the process and goals of Computer Science education.



Asantewa McIntosh Dawson, Instructor of Mathematics 



Joined 2005



BS, MS, Clark Atlanta University



I am an instructor in the department of math and computer sciences. I teach any of the entry level math courses. I have interests in improving math education of young people and in operations research and statistics.



Louis Deaett, Assistant Professor of Mathematics 







BS, BA, University of Rochester; PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison 



Joined 2011



I am interested in mathematical ways of measuring the complexity of patterns, be they in nature or in math itself. That interest has led me to work on some fun problems in matrix theory. I am always looking for new and better ways to share with my students the broader horizons of mathematics, and to show them how it can change the way they look at everyday life. Outside of math, I enjoy sailing and tennis. I was born in Massachusetts and grew up in Rhode Island, so joining Quinnipiac is a bit of a homecoming for me.
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David S. Herscovici, Professor of Computer Science 







Joined 2001



and Chair, Mathematics and Computer Science 



BA, Princeton University; PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology



After receiving my PhD in Mathematics, I spent three years in the Mathematics department at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, then six years in the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science at St. Mary’s College of California in Moraga, California. My research interests include graph theory, specifically, graph pebbling, and more generally, combinatorics/discrete mathematics.



Mark E. Hoffman, Professor of Computer Science 



BS, MS, University of New Haven; PhD, Polytechnic University, Brooklyn 



Joined 2001



I have been at Quinnipiac University since Fall 2001. Prior to Quinnipiac University, I taught high school mathematics, chemistry, and programming, and implemented and managed the information systems department at a local manufacturing company. In addition to variety of Computer Science courses, I teach QU 101, an interdisciplinary first-year seminar. I am working with colleagues to develop the Peer Catalyst program for peer support among students in QU 101. I collaborate with Carrie Bulger, Professor of Psychology, studying the impact of technology on work-life balance. I am participating in a three-year NSF-funded project to integrate communication skills into the Computer Science curriculum.



Lisa Hollman, Assistant Professor of Mathematics BS, Trinity College; PhD, University of Connecticut







Joined 2010



I teach courses such as Calculus, Contemporary Mathematics, and math content courses for the Mathematics Education program. Prior to coming to Quinnipiac University I was a Visiting Assistant Professor at Trinity College. While in graduate school, I served as a teaching assistant for five years as well as the coordinator for the mathematics portion of the Student Support Services summer program. My fields of research is in nonlinear partial differential equations and Mathematics Education. In the classroom, my goal is to unlock the mysteries of mathematics in such a way that my students are able to find confidence and success in mathematics. I feel that every student has the ability to be successful in mathematics.
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Ruth Koleske, Instructor of Mathematics 



Joined 2010



Antonio A. Magliaro, Assistant Professor of Mathematics 



Joined 2005



BS, MS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology



BS, Yale University; MS, Michigan State University; PhD, Boston University Chapter I: I am born. Chapter 2: Call me Ishmael. Chapter 3: It was the best of times, it was the worst of times,



Chapter 4: Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.



Michael Nabel, Professor of Mathematics 



BS, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; MS, Trinity College; PhD, New York University 







Joined 1971



I spent seven years in industry as a research analyst in an anti-submarine warfare group and two years as senior analyst in an operations research department working mainly on inventory control and scheduling problems. Since joining QU full-time, my major interest has been mathematical magic and I have lectured extensively in this area in both the US and Canada. The courses I most enjoy teaching are Mathematical Modeling, Linear Algebra, and Differential Equations.



Cornelius Nelan, Professor of Mathematics BA, PhD, Johns Hopkins University



Joined 1994



My thesis topic was “Brown-Peterson Cohomology and Projective Spaces.” Since then my research has been primary on “Language and Writing in Mathematics.” I have published one textbook, four articles/book chapters, and presented at 12 different conferences on this topic. I have an unpublished manuscript for a “Basic Calculus” text. I have taught a variety of courses (including on-line classes) including remedial mathematics, algebra, statistics, calculus, vector calculus, linear algebra, discrete mathematics, real analysis, topology, complex analysis, differential equations, abstract algebra, probability, stochastic processes, and mathematical methods for elementary education.
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Stanley Rothman, Professor of Mathematics 







BA, Montclair State University; MS, PhD, University of Wisconsin



Joined 1970



I have been at Quinnipiac for 41 years. My research interest is the study of baseball records using statistical and mathematical models. In particular, I have research papers published on the topic of batting streaks, including Joe DiMaggio’s 56-game hitting streak.



Glenn A. Seseske, Associate Professor of Mathematics 







Joined 1980



BS, Central Connecticut State University; MAT, Fairfield University



I teach the four semester calculus sequence required for our math majors and the occasional course in biostatistics I am currently engaged in developing ways to integrate computer algebra systems into the coursework and continue to build on strategies for collaborative work among students.



Jill Shahverdian, Associate Professor of Mathematics BA, Bates College; MS, PhD, Northern Illinois University 



George Vasu, Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics BS, PhD, Bucharest Romania
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Quinnipiac University College of Arts and Sciences



Faculty, 2011 - 2012



Department of



Modern Languages Luis O. Arata, Professor of Modern Languages 







BS, University of Pittsburgh; MA, State University of New York at Stony Brook; PhD, Cornell University



Joined 1991



Born in Argentina, I came to the US to study engineering, then migrated to physics, mathematics, and finally to literature. I have been a faculty fellow at Yale University and at the Santa Fe Institute. My publications on literature, film, theatre, cultural studies, indigenous cultures, and new media investigate the functions of play, interaction, and modeling in shaping our realities. I am currently completing a multidisciplinary study of modeling entitled “The Art of the Model: Play, Discovery, and Innovation.”



Aileen Dever, Associate Professor of Modern Languages 



BA, Western Connecticut State University; MA, Middlebury College; PhD, University of Connecticut 







Joined 2000



I am interested in the life and legacy of the poet Rosalía de Castro (Spain 1837-1885) who can be thought of as the “Spanish Emily Dickinson.” Currently, I am translating into English documents, letters, and postcards from Spanish relatives dating to the 1700’s for my nieces and nephews to give them a sense of their own history and heritage for when they grow older.



Sharon Magnarelli, Professor of Modern Languages 



BA, State University of New York at Oswego; PhD, Cornell University



Joined 1994 



I love teaching and research. I have published four books and more than one hundred articles and have lectured around the world. My research and teaching interests include contemporary Spanish American narrative and theater and Spanish American women writers.
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Melissa McCarron, Visiting Instructor of Modern Languages BS, State University of New York at Albany; MA, Yale University; MA, New York University 



Joined 2011



In addition to teaching Spanish language and composition, I currently coordinate Spanish 101 and Spanish 102 and administer Language Placement Exams in French, German, Spanish and Italian.



Mary Paddock, Associate Dean of Liberal Arts, 







Associate Professor of German



Joined 2008



BSLA, Georgetown University; MA, PhD, Yale University I studied in Düsseldorf, Germany with a Fulbright fellowship, and in Mainz with the support of a grant from the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD). I have conducted research in Germany (in Mainz, Hamburg, and Munich) on Frank Wedekind and turn-of-the-century German cabaret, and have presented at conferences and published articles on Wedekind, literary cabaret, and performance and visual culture in High Medieval German lyric. I am currently teaching Elementary German I and II, and have also taught the Senior Seminar in English (Medieval European Lyric Poetry) as well as QU 101 The Individual in the Community.



Ronald J. Quirk, Professor and Chair of Modern Languages BA, Trinity College; MA, PhD, Brown University



Joined 1972



I enjoy introducing students to the language, culture, and literature of Spain, Spanish America, and the Spanish-speaking people of the United States. It is rewarding to help students to appreciate and develop an understanding of the Hispanic world. I have travelled in Spain, Mexico, Venezuela, Puerto Rico, and the Dominican Republic. My particular areas of research interest connect with my travels--Spanish literature, the culture and literature of the Hispanic Caribbean, and the development and various dialects of the Spanish language.
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Philosophy and Political Science



Fodei Joseph Batty, Assistant Professor of Political Science







BA, University of Sierra Leone; MPA, Indiana State University; MIDA, PhD, Western Michigan University



Joined 2011



My research interests include democratization, insurgencies and armed conflicts, identity and political behavior and natural resource management. I am fascinated by everything about sub-Saharan Africa. My research has tried to answer questions such as why some post-conflict societies in Africa expropriate property while others do not and has examined questions surrounding ethnic homogeneity. My current project is examining the architecture of legal regimes around the minerals sector in Sierra Leone. My work has been published in journals such as African Studies Review and the Journal of Third World Studies. I have received the Jennings Randolph Peace Fellowship from the US Institute of Peace and have taught at the University of Sierra Leone and Colgate University.



Anat Biletzki, Schweitzer Professor of Philosophy BA, MA, PhD, Tel Aviv University 







Joined 2008



I began teaching philosophy in 1979 (Tel Aviv University), and have traveled widely as a visiting fellow and professor at Cambridge, Harvard, Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, Boston University, Wittgenstein Archives in Norway and MIT. My publications include Paradoxes (1996), Talking Wolves: Thomas Hobbes on the Language of Politics and the Politics of Language (1997), What is Logic? (2002), (Over)Interpreting Wittgenstein (2003) and articles on Wittgenstein, Hobbes, political thought, digital culture and human rights. Current book projects: the philosophy of human rights and Hobbes and Wittgenstein on religion. Outside academia I am active in the peace movement and in several human rights projects in Israel-Palestine.



Khalilah L. Brown-Dean, Associate Professor of Political Science BA, The University of Virginia; MA, PhD, The Ohio State University 



Joined 2011



Prior to coming to Quinnipiac I was the Peter Strauss Family Assistant Professor of Political Science at Yale University. My work stands at the intersections of law, politics, and policy with specializations in American Politics, mass political behavior, crime and punishment, and political psychology. My forthcoming book with Yale University Press is entitled, Once Convicted, Forever Doomed: Race, Crime, and Civil Death. A second book, under contract with Polity Press, is titled Identity Politics in the United States. I have served as a political analyst, advisor, and commentator for The Congressional Black Caucus, CNN, PBS, The Congressional Black Caucus, NPR, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, Crisis Magazine, the Comcast Network, and several governmental agencies, community organizations, and international media outlets. I provide expert consulting on issues related to voting rights policy, the criminal justice system, and racial and ethnic politics.
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Colleen M. Driscoll, Assistant Professor of Political Science 



BS, LeMoyne College; MA, Georgetown University; PhD, Temple University 



Joined 2006



I am writing my second book on Outer Space Law and Policy, on which I conduct research, lecture, and speak at the United Nations in New York and in Geneva, Switzerland. I am a non-governmental organization representative to the United Nations and represent, in addition to my own Institute, the Albert Schweitzer Institute of Quinnipiac. I work with the Model UN students and am introducing a course on Development of International Organizations. I also work on issues of governance in African countries, and created courses on Africa for the Department of Political Science. My other interest is the European Union and I have worked with Europeans for many years on political, legal, and ethical issues.



Seán Duffy, Associate Professor of Political Science 







and Chair of Philosophy and Political Science 



Joined 1998







BA, Brown University; MA, Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies; PhD, Yale University



After my MA in Social Change and Development, I worked for three years at the US Agency for International Development in Washington, DC.  My areas of interest in political science center around international relations theory, conflict resolution and reconciliation processes, and identitybased politics at the domestic and international levels.  At Quinnipiac, I have been involved in general education curriculum development and assessment and have served several terms on the Faculty Senate.  I received the Excellence in Teaching award in 2007 from Quinnipiac’s Center for Excellence in Teaching and Service to Students, and the James Marshall Award for Service to the Quinnipiac Community in 2009.



Joo-Hwan Lee, Visiting Instructor of Philosophy BA, MDiv, Yale University



Joined 2011



My philosophy research interests include applied ethics, free will, personal identity, and philosophy of religion. I am also interested in religious diversity in higher education and its effect on faculty integration and student learning outcomes; sustainability education and policy; and enhancing the post-graduation employability of students. I am currently continuing my studies at the graduate school of education at Columbia University in the “Higher and Postsecondary Education” program, where I hope to earn my doctorate.
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Scott L. McLean, Professor of Political Science 



Joined 1995



Benjamin Bakewell Page, Professor of Philosophy 



Joined 1972



BA, Whitman College; PhD, Rutgers University



BA, Harvard University; MS, PhD, Florida State University



I see Philosophy mainly as a set of “tools” for critically and synthetically exploring ideas and questions about one’s own life and experience and about the world in which we live. Ever since college, theatre, teaching in Haiti and—later—work in peace, civil rights and labor movements and life in a “communist” country, the questions underlying my teaching and research have related to meaning or purpose and to the nature of “the good society” and philosophical and ethical issues in defining and pursuing it. These have deepened my interest in religions and community; issues of justice, freedom, and responsibility; ecology and our relationships with the rest of nature; and alternative ways of defining and meeting our societal and economic needs.



Jennifer Schenk Sacco, Assistant Professor of Political Science BA, Denison University; MA, PhD, Rutgers University 



Joined 2006



I specialize in gender and American politics, and do research on issues pertaining to representation. I research men’s and women’s campaigns and how they present their families in their materials, as well as do theoretical work on the nature of representation of identities. My most recent endeavors are examinations of the rates at which men and women in Congress co-sponsor bills specific to their own sex/gender, as well as a re-consideration of the types of identity representation possible.



Annalisa Zinn, Associate Dean of Social Sciences, 



Assistant Professor of Political Science



Joined 2007 



BA, MA, PhD, Yale University; MBA, Quinnipiac University 



My primary research interests concern the prevention and resolution of security threats to civilian populations, including civil war, terrorism, genocide, low human development, and human rights violations by governments. I investigate the recurring causes of these security threats, as well as ethical and effective strategies for preventing and resolving them. I am also interested in the ethics of the use of force, the contributions of religion in promoting the realization of human rights, and innovative pedagogies for real-world learning. I greatly enjoy the beauty of the outdoors and of music, spend a lot of time in my organic vegetable garden, and deeply appreciate the bonds of community, also here at Quinnipiac. Department of Philosophy and Political Science
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Psychology Gina L. Abbott, Visiting Assistant Professor of Psychology







Joined 2010



BA, Connecticut College; MA, PhD, State University of New York at Stony Brook



I was born and raised in New Haven, CT. My primary research interests are in the area of infant attachment and the long term affects of attachment status on adult romantic relationships and coping with chronic illness. I am also interested in the areas of stress and coping with chronic illness, and the pathways connecting clinical depression, stress and diabetes in women. In addition, I am a licensed clinical psychologist and have specific clinical interests in the areas of depression, complicated grief and trauma, and anxiety, stress, and coping with chronic illness.



Todd H. Ahern, Assistant Professor of Psychology 



BA, Oberlin College; PhD Emory University 







Joined 2011



My primary research focus is on the neurobiology of social attachment and development, parenting behavior, and the influence of sex differences. I have broad interests in neuroscience and psychology, and teach a broad range of courses, particularly within the behavioral neuroscience program.



Adrienne J. Betz, Assistant Professor of Psychology BA, MA, PhD, University of Connecticut



Joined 2009



The unifying goal of research in my lab is to study stress (induced by physical restraint, pharmacological manipulation, or fear learning) and examine how this leads to behavioral and molecular changes. These changes are detrimental to health and have molecular consequences in the prefrontal cortex, amygdala and hippocampus.
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Joan Bombace, Professor of Psychology 







BA, Quinnipiac University; MA, Southern Connecticut State University; PhD, University of Massachusetts 



Joined 1982



My research interests have centered around Pavlovian learning and motivation. I have worked as a research scientist at Yale. My work there centered on Pavlovian eyeblink conditioning and contributing to the Wagner theory of an affective opponent process theory. I have also published work on an animal model of drug ( morphine, cocaine and others) addiction. Currently I am also examining ADHD in college age persons. Teaching is most exciting to me when students learn by doing research. I particularly enjoy teaching the psychology of learning and animal behavior. Having started an interdisciplinary summer research program at QU, I enjoy facilitating students’ research from all majors. Another passion of mine is to mentor students’ career choices.



Carrie Bulger, Professor and Chair of Psychology 







BA, University of Minnesota at Morris; MA, PhD, University of Connecticut



Joined 2000



My research interests focus broadly on employee stress, health, and well-being, as well as on employee attitudes. Most recently, I have studied the ways technologies like e-mail are impacting the boundaries around and between work and home and how the potential for blurry boundaries impacts work/personal life balance for employees. I teach courses in I/O psychology, as well as Senior Seminar in Psychology and Introduction to Psychology.



Anne Eisbach, Associate Professor of Psychology BA, Fairfield University; MA, PhD, Stanford University



Joined 2001



I am a developmental psychologist with a broad interest in children’s cognitive development. My research centers on children’s understanding of the mind; in particular, I am interested in when children come to understand how thinking (their own and that of others) works. I enjoy teaching courses in child development, cognitive development, and statistics.
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Bertram E. Garskof, Professor of Psychology 







BA, Roosevelt University; PhD, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor



Michele Hoffnung, Professor of Psychology 



AB, Rutgers University, Douglass College; PhD, University of Michigan



Joined 1971



Joined 1970



I started my career as an experimental psychologist interested in verbal learning and memory. Once I had my first child, my interest veered to developmental psychology, and eventually to adult developmental psychology. My research focuses on the adult development of women. Recently I have studied career and family choices of college-educated women, marital name choice, and impact of gender role ideology on balancing career and motherhood. I teach Psychology of Women, Adult Developmental Psychology, Non-Experimental Methods in Psychology, and Senior Seminar.



William A. Jellison, Associate Professor of Psychology







BA, San Diego State University; MA, PhD, Michigan State University 



Joined 2006



My research interests include 1) how social support assists in the maintenance of positive social identities among members of stigmatized groups and 2) the psychological functions of modern forms of prejudice. My teaching requirements include the QU Seminar series (e.g., QU201 – Gay & Lesbian Communities in the 20th Century), general Psychology courses (e.g., Social Psychology), and advanced Psychology courses (e.g., Research Methods). I am also the Associate Director of the University Honors Program. In this capacity, I teach courses at the Honors level (e.g., Self and Identity) and help to coordinate the annual University Honors Program Capstone Symposium each Spring.



Penny Leisring, Professor of Psychology 



BA, Connecticut College; PhD, State University of New York at Stony Brook



Joined 2001



I am a licensed clinical psychologist and have treated various psychological disorders in children and adults. I have also led domestic violence intervention groups for male and female perpetrators. I conduct research examining intimate partner violence and am on the editorial boards for Partner Abuse and for the Journal of Aggression, Maltreatment, and Trauma. I am interested in the development, maintenance, effects, and treatment of aggressive behavior across the lifespan. I teach the following courses: Abnormal Psychology, Clinical Psychology, Human Services Seminar/Fieldwork, Child Psychopathology, Intimate Partner Violence Seminar, Personality, and QU 101.
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Paul LoCasto, Associate Professor of Psychology BA, MA, PhD, State University of New York at Binghamton



Joined 2006



My research has primarily been on spoken word recognition and speech perception. However, my academic interests are considerably broader. I am fascinated by theories of consciousness, contemplative psychology, cognitive science in general. I have taught a wide range of courses including Introduction to Psychology, Cognition, Sensation and Perception, Methods in Experimental Psychology, History and Systems of Psychology, Psycholinguistics, and Cognitive Science and Science Fiction. I hope to offer a course on Contemplative Psychology in the near future.



Michelle Mychajlowskj, Assistant Professor of Psychology 



BA, The College of Saint Rose; MA, PhD, University of Missouri-Columbia 



Joined 2010



My teaching interests include statistics in psychology, research methods, and introductory psychology. My research interests are broad, including both methodological and substantive topics in psychology. I enjoy collaborating with other faculty members and being involved in others’ research.



Thomas Pruzinsky, Professor of Psychology 



BA, University of Connecticut; MS, PhD, Pennsylvania State University











Joined 1991



Since 1985 my scholarship has focused primarily on the psychological aspects of reconstructive plastic surgery and body image. For five years I was the psychological consultant in the University of Virginia Burn Center. I also served as a consultant to the NYU Institute of Reconstructive Plastic Surgery for approximately ten years. I have also had long-term interests in psychooncology, death and dying, as well as biomedical ethics. More recently I have focused on the study of Tibetan Buddhism and the practices of Lojong (Mind-training techniques focused on cultivating compassion) and Lam Rim (Stages on the Path to Enlightenment) as well as the practice and study of loving-kindness meditation. I have been exceptionally fortunate to be a member of the QU community since 1991.



Michael J. Sheehan, Assistant Professor of Psychology BS, The Ohio State University; MA, PhD, Brandeis University



Joined 2011



I grew up in southern New Jersey, attended Ohio State as an undergraduate, and have been living in Massachusetts for the past eight years, which explains my seemingly disparate passions for the Phillies, Buckeyes, and Bruins. I enjoy teaching courses in child/adolescent development, research methods, and statistics. My research focuses on “aggressive victims” of bullying, who behave aggressively in response to being victimized. These children are particularly at risk for a number of behavioral and psychosocial problems, yet they are often overlooked by schools, media, and bullying intervention programs. I look forward to continuing my work at QU!
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Sandra Soucie, Visiting Instructor of Psychology







Joined 2010



BA, Central Connecticut State University; MA, Southern Connecticut State University



I started at Quinnipiac part-time in 2005, primarily teaching Experimental Methods, Cognitive Psychology, and Psychology and the Law. I look forward to opportunities to expose psychology students to new areas of the discipline, and hope my enthusiasm for the field and commitment to pedagogy enhances the learning process. Currently, I am teaching full-time as a Visiting Instructor. My research interests mainly focus on juror decision making: factors affecting juror decision-making and the significance of scientific jury selection in the legal system; existence and impact of the CSI (Crime Scene Investigation) Effect; and cognitive models of juror decisionmaking. I am also interested in the impact of pre- and post-adoption contact on birth and adoptive families.



Shar Walbaum, Professor of Psychology BA, University of Oregon; MA, PhD, University of California, Davis



Joined 1991



A native of the Pacific Northwest, I am happiest when walking in the woods or working in my garden. Journalism was my first love, but psychology captured my attention in college; I was fascinated by the use of a scientific approach to answer questions like, “How do we come to know?” In my twenty years at Quinnipiac, I have studied many aspects of applied cognition. Recently, I have been immersed in early mental asylum history. Throughout it all, I have shared my enthusiasm for psychology with students. What keeps teaching interesting for me is the students – as they change, I have to change.



Angela Walker, Assistant Professor of Psychology







BA, University of Notre Dame; BS, Grand Valley State University; MA, PhD, University of Connecticut 



Joined 2003



I earned my first undergraduate degree in government, my second in psychology. Inspired by my advisor Dr. Christine Smith, I pursued graduate training is social psychology. Under Dr. Felicia Pratto, I studied parentalism theory, which distinguishes beneficent and exploitative developmental relationships, informed by race and gender. I examine strategies in negotiating exploitative mentoring, specifically exceptionalism. My pedagogical research focuses on testing effectiveness of peer review, techniques for preventing unintentional plagiarism, and exercises for facilitating class discussion. Dr. Carrie Bulger and I empirically evaluate practices for enhancing application of psychological constructs and optimizing team performance.
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Sociology Alan S. Bruce, Associate Professor of Sociology 







MA, PhD, Bowling Green State University



Joined 2001



I teach courses in the criminal justice and sociology programs. My teaching interests are in the area of juvenile delinquency especially societal responses to crime and the effectiveness of rehabilitation programs. I have a strong interest in criminological theory and how social context shapes our thinking about crime across time. I am also interested in the relationship between crime and media. We must understand how media sources construct and maintain widely accepted but inaccurate beliefs about crime and their consequences for crime control policy. My research interests reflect teaching and I have published in areas including crime theory, juvenile delinquency, state-corporate crime and capital punishment.



Xi Chen, Assistant Professor of Sociology 







BA, Renmin University of China; MS, PhD, Texas A&M University 







Joined 2011



I specialize in social stratification, demography and research methods. I come to Quinnipiac from Yale University where I was employed as a researcher in the Department of Economics, working with arcGIS and NASA luminosity data, exploring real-time light data as a proxy for GDP measurements. My latest research has been featured in the May 2011 edition of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. I have been teaching sociology courses at Quinnipiac since 2007.



Hillary J. Haldane, Assistant Professor of Anthropology 



Joined 2007



BA, San Diego State University; MA, PhD, University of California, Santa Barbara



I am a medical anthropologist, and my research specializations are gender violence (human trafficking and family violence) and indigeneity. Specifically I am concerned with the activists who labor on the front-lines to prevent, and ultimately end, all forms of gender violence. My theoretical interest is with the concept of “culture” as it is deployed and self-consciously put to work towards programmatic ends. My primary geographical region is Oceania, with secondary interests in North America and North Africa. I teach classes on development, medical anthropology, ethnographic methods, gender/sex/sexuality, and gender-based violence.
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Lynne Gershenson Hodgson, Professor of Sociology 



Joined 1980



BA, University of Pennsylvania; MA, PhD, Cornell University 



I have been at Quinnipiac for 30 years; my teaching and research interests have grown with the growth of QU. My specialization within the field of Sociology has always been focused on the family, but it has evolved over the years. When I first came to QU, I taught and researched about young families/childbearing. Now, 30 years later, my focus has shifted to teaching and researching about older adults. Most recently, I have been able to bring the entire lifespan together with my work on grandparent/grandchild relationships, as well as family issues surrounding Alzheimer’s disease.



Suzanne Hudd, Professor and Chair of Sociology 



BA, MA, PhD, Yale University; MPH, University of Connecticut







Joined 2000



Since joining the faculty at Quinnipiac, my research has been focused on issues related to children and education.  I have published a number of pieces on the recent growth of character education programming in public schools.  Using George Ritzer’s theory of McDonaldization, I have investigated the question of whether contemporary character education programming can sometimes limit opportunities for moral reasoning in children.  During the past couple of years, I have shifted my research agenda to the scholarship of teaching and learning.  I recently completed interviews with thirty sociologists about the ways in which they assign and teach writing in their classes. I also received an international grant that uses a case study approach to compare and contrast the ways in which writing is incorporated within the broader institutional mission, both here and in Great Britain.



Keith Kerr, Assistant Professor of Sociology 



BSAS, MA, Texas State University; PhD, Texas A&M University



Joined 2007



I specialize in social theory and cultural studies with an emphasis on culture and personality. I emphasize the works of C. Wright Mills, David Riesman and Erich Fromm in my research and teaching. My latest research and consulting involves a sociology forensics application to US war crimes.



Mary D. Sapir Lesser, Internship Coordinator 
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Kathy Livingston, Professor of Sociology 







BS, Mercy College NY; MS, Queens College; PhD, City University of New York



Joined 1993



I began my study of the Holocaust in 2001. My interests in physical disability, mental illness and death intersected in the topic of the child euthanasia movement in Nazi Germany. My most recent article in OMEGA: The Journal of Death and Dying explores the grief and mourning behaviors of the adult children of Nazis.



Suzanne Palmieri, Visiting Instructor of Sociology 



Joined 2011



BA, Albertus Magnus College; MA, Fordham University



I grew up in New Haven, CT and discovered my love of society and the study of society under the tutelage of Dr. Patricia Yeaman at Albertus Magnus College. My Master’s Thesis was on “Socialization in the Urban Inner City Playground: A Median Look at the Development of the Self.” I’m also a certified Social Studies/History teacher in the state of CT. I’m currently researching the impact positive attention has on retention with urban inner city high schoolers in New Haven.



Lauren M. Sardi, Assistant Professor of Sociology BA, Stonehill College; MA, PhD, University of Connecticut 







Joined 2009



I have been at Quinnipiac since 2007. I regularly teach SO/GT 381: Evaluation Research, SO 241: Racial and Ethnic Groups and SO 260: Social Control and Deviance. My current research focuses on the medical and social construction of male neonatal circumcision in the United States. I seek to understand the ways in which routinized male circumcision is maintained as a social norm in hospitals, as well as how parents and expecting parents make the decision regarding whether or not to circumcise their male infant children. Using a multimethodological framework, I also attempt to bridge the gap between medical professionals and parents surrounding informed consent, human rights, and access to updated information about the procedure itself.



Catherine Solomon, Associate Professor of Sociology 



Joined 2004



BA, University of Oregon; MA, PhD, Syracuse University; MS, Oregon State University I am a feminist sociologist who uses qualitative methods to study how individuals construct their work and family lives in relation to one another. I am particularly interested in how people manage paid work, unpaid work and family life, how occupational benefits, policies, and expectations constrain or support those efforts and how gender is involved with people’s management of work and family life. Most recently I have explored assistant professors’ experiences with university work/family policies and the work/family management of male professors with children. My work has appeared in Journal of Family Issues, Family Relations, Gender, Work and Organizations, and Advances in Gender Research. I teach sociology of gender, sociology of families, sociology of aging, and aging policy.
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Lori K. Sudderth, Professor of Sociology 



Joined 2000



BA, University of Texas at Austin; MA, PhD, Indiana University



I teach the Senior Seminar for Criminal Justice Majors, Perspectives on Violence, Crime & Society, and Victim Advocacy. My research involves evaluation of criminal justice policies on violence against women.



Jamie Ullinger, Assistant Professor of Anthropology 



Joined 2011



BA, University of Notre Dame; MA, Arizona State University; PhD, Ohio State University 



I am a bioarchaeologist, which means that I study human skeletons in order to understand past societies. I have worked in (and on collections from) Jordan, Israel & the Palestinian Territories, Egypt, and Southwestern US. Currently, I’m focusing on human health during the process of early urbanization in the Near East. I was a Predoctoral Fellow at the National Museum of Natural History at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC, and I have worked on collections at the Natural History Museum in London, Musee de l’Homme in Paris, École biblique et archéologique française de Jérusalem, and at the University of Notre Dame in Indiana.



Robert Werth, Assistant Professor of Sociology 







BA, University of Iowa; MA, PhD, University of California, Irvine



Joined 2011



My teaching and research interests cut across the disciplines of sociology, criminology, and law and society. My areas of interest encompass punishment/corrections, parole, prisoner reentry, penal regulation/governance, media portrayals of crime, and social theory.



Grace Yukich, Assistant Professor of Sociology 











Joined 2011



BA, University of Alabama; MA, Indiana University; PhD, New York University



I do research on religion, politics, immigration, race, and cities, and enjoy engaging with students around contentious topics. For the past year, I have been a postdoctoral fellow at Princeton University’s Center for the Study of Religion, where I worked on a book manuscript on the New Sanctuary Movement, an interfaith immigrant rights movement. Now that I will no longer be living in New York, I hope to try my hand at vegetable gardening.
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Visual and Performing Arts Crystal Brian, Professor of Theatre 







BA, Baylor University; MFA, PhD, University of California at Los Angeles



Joined 2000



I began my career in theater as an actor in Los Angeles, but became interested in directing and playwriting. I founded a theater company in LA dedicated to world and regional premieres of American playwrights, and won awards for productions of playwrights Horton Foote and Tina Howe. When I came to QU, I continued my interests in playwriting, directing and actor training, but also pursued a new interest in theater for social change that resulted in the Quinnipiac University Theater for Community. This mission has led me and my students to projects with veterans in the New Haven area, at risk youths in New Haven, social conflict in Northern Ireland, various projects in Nicaragua, a developing project in St Croix, USVI and exploration of the issues of capital punishment.



Valija Evalds, Assistant Professor of Art History 



AB, Mt. Holyoke College; MA, MPhil, PhD, Yale University 







Joined 2011



I am an art historian with specialties in the Medieval Period, the material culture of Colonial America, architecture and urban planning and the history of dress and textiles. I am most interested in the ways in which the built environment can structure human experience, and the ways that everyday objects can both reflect and shape culture. I have taught at Yale University, Smith College, and the University of Kansas before coming to Quinnipiac. Recent research projects include a study of the horned headdresses depicted in the cloister of Christchurch cathedral at Oxford and a history of the apron. My hobbies include children’s literature and early music.



Ira Fay, Assistant Professor of Game Design and Development BS, MS, ME, Carnegie Mellon University



Joined 2011



Prior to being hired at QU, I was a Senior Game Designer at Electronic Arts, leading the mobile game team within the Pogo division. I am not only interested in games for entertainment, but also educational games, games for social change, and the interdisciplinary nature of game development. I enjoy board games, ultimate frisbee, and Native American flute.
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Gregory P. Garvey, Professor of Interactive Digital Design BS, MFA, University of Wisconsin-Madison; MS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 



Joined 1999



I teach for the Interactive Digital Design major and serve as Director of the Game Design and Development Program. My interactive computer based installations have been exhibited in the United States, Canada and Europe and have been written about in publications such as WIRED Magazine, National Geographic Magazine and others. I have given presentations on digital culture at conferences/symposia around the world including Australia, Canada, China, Finland, France, India, Jordan, Nepal, Nicaragua, Russia, Singapore, Spain, and the UK. Previously at Quinnipiac I was the Visiting Fellow in the Arts.



Pattie Belle Hastings, Professor of Interactive Digital Design 







and Chair, Visual and Performing Arts 



Joined 2000



BFA, Atlanta College of Art; MFA, Norwich University



My current work involves the creative uses of mobile technologies. This research began during a 2008/09 sabbatical at the University of Oslo and the Oslo School of Architecture and Design, and was supported by a Fulbright Scholar grant, an American-Scandinavian Foundation grant, and an artist’s residency at Atelier Nord–an electronic arts organization in Oslo, Norway. Some of my favorite subjects to teach include the design process, design thinking, mobile application design and motion graphics. More info can be found at http://pattiebellehastings.net.



Stephen Henderson, Associate Professor of Fine Arts 



BFA, Maryland Institute College of Art; MFA, University of Cincinnati



Joined 2002



My work grows out of an interest in cultures and religions from around the world, as well as a love of art history. Rituals and traditions from many religions ranging from Catholicism to Islam, Mayan to Jewish lead me to create art about mystical experiences. My most recent series are The Rebbe, which looks at mystical lives of Hassidic rebbes; Morandi Dreams which examines the nuance of still life painting and pays homage to 20th century Italian still life painter Giorgio Morandi; and The Layered Series of watercolor collages. My paintings and sculptures have been exhibited extensively around the nation.
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Sara V. Jordenö, Assistant Professor of Interactive Digital Design



Joined 2005



George Sprengelmeyer, Associate Professor of Music 



Joined 2011



BFA, Lund University; MFA, University of California at Los Angeles



BM, MM, Hartt School of Music of the University of Hartford; DMA, Peabody Conservatory of the John Hopkins University



In 2003 I was awarded the Doctor of Musical Arts degree in Guitar Performance from the prestigious Peabody Conservatory of the Johns Hopkins University, becoming only the second individual in the history of the nation’s oldest music conservatory to earn this degree. I am an accomplished soloist and chamber performer. As a soloist, I have given concerts at the Peabody Conservatory, Hartt School, Misericordia University, and the guitar societies of Northeastern Pennsylvania, Connecticut and Philadelphia. I have also performed as a member of the Pennswood Guitar Quartet and Kithara Guitar Trio, with whom I commissioned an arrangement of the “Concertino” by Gabriel Grovlez and premiered “In a Raindrop ... the Moon” written by Bruce Reiprich for the trio. I am interested in global musical styles. My research includes the music of the Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-Lobos and I have made arrangements of the music of the Irish Baroque composer Turlough O’Carolan.



Tricia Thelen, Associate Professor of Theatere 







BA, Tennessee Temple University; MFA, University of Cincinnati 



Joined 2009



I have designed for opera, musicals and dramas in both educational and professional theatre. I have been the resident props designer and the scenic artist for Chautauqua Opera for six years. My interests include scenic design (set, costume, props, painting); theatre for social justice; puppetry; spirituality and theology; body image, feminist theatre, and sexuality; foam carving, carpentry, welding.
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Kingsborough Community College - The City University of New York 
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